Using the existence of certain nonfree projective modules, lower bounds on the stable range of commutative polynomial rings are established.
l Introduction* The stable range of a commutative ring R is the largest integer n such that there exists a unimodular sequence r lt ---,r 
(2) // X u ...,X S , 1 -SU-Zi^i is ,,..., x s+1 , l -Σίίi-XiYi ί s Proo/. The proof we give here of (2) is essentially the same as the proof of (1) 
Xi^ in if(^) which is not stable in K(n)[U, V]. So certainly it is not stable in K(n). This proves Theorem A(2).
The proof of Theorem A (3) is similar. We will show that the stable range of K [Z 19 , Z n ] is at least n + 1 by showing that the unimodular sequence Z u •••, Z n , 1 -Σ?=i %\ ^s n°t stable. Since K maps to the reals, it suffices to show this when K equals the reals. By Proposition 2.6(1) we may also assume n ^ 8. Now, let R = K(n) [ U] , where U is an indeterminate, let / = Z\ + + Z\ + U 2 -1, and set T= R/(f).
Since w ^ 8, The Γ-module ker[^, ••-, Z n , U] is not free [5] . Propositions 2.3 and 2.5 imply that Z l9 , Z n , U 2 -f is not stable in K(n) [U] , But the ί7 2 drops out so we get that Z l9 •••, Z n9 1 -Σ?=i^2 is not stable in K(n). This proves Theorem A(3). 4* Remarks* (1) For any ring K, let P°ί t% (K) be the module over iΓU = K [Z l9 , ZJ/(ΣΓ=i ^2 -1) defined by
The proof of Theorem A(3) yields that if Z l9 •••, Z n9 1 -Σ?=i z l is stable in Jί(^), then P Q 1}7l+1 (K) is a free i^?, %+1 -module. Assume now that K is a field. Then it is well-known [1] that the stable range of K(n) is less than or equal to n + 1. So when P°h n+1 (K) is not free, the stable range of K(ri) equals n + 1. Note that there are cases when P°l yn+1 (K) is free (K = reals, n -7) and the stable range of K(n) is still n + 1 [6] . Moreover, if K is a finite field P\, n+ι {K) is free [3] and the stable range of K(n) is less than n + 1 (Vasershtein) .
(2) The nonstable unimodular sequence Z u •••, Z n , 1 -Σ*UZ| that we obtained in the proof of Theorem A(3) is the same one Vasershtein discovered in [6] . 
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